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Michael Armstrong, ‘Shawarma, Muhummara and the Osh Guys’ 

Food is an important part of Arabic culture, and when you accept their food it is as 
though you accept them - even if you mess up the pronunciation! 

 
Ishrat Bashir, ‘Absent Beloved’ 
  
Lauren Butterworth, ‘Finding Mathilde’ 

‘Finding Mathilde’ explores the struggle I had discovering a fictional character while 
researching my PhD novel in Alsace, France – the conflict between expectation and reality, 
and the complicated power of the witch archetype. 

 
Natasha Garrett, ‘A Family of Aliens’ 

In theory, bilingualism sounds like a natural and reasonable option for many 
transnational families, yet in reality it can be complicated and at times impractical. 
I wanted to play with the term 'alien' and its legal connotations in the US, and 
expand it to include family relations in order to see how language can both connect 
and alienate. Most of all, I wanted to show that there are no definite answers when 
it comes to language usage in multilingual families. 

 
Rebecca Gould, ‘Crossing the Danube’ 

Like much of my fiction, Crossing the Danube is informed by an urban landscape. Other 
stories I have written in a similar vein have been based in Tbilisi and Damascus. The    
disjuncture between the world as we imagine it and the world as it exists link these stories 
thematically. 

 
Reg Taylor, ‘Snow’ 

Snow is set in the Upper Murray of South Australia where I grew up in the 1950s and '60s. 
It was the scene of large scale post-war immigration and has had an enduring fascination 
for me. 
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Shawarma, Muhummara and the Osh Guys 

Michael Armstrong  

 

I grew up in a multicultural part of Melbourne in the 1970s and 80s, so many of my school 

friends were non-English speaking migrants – ‘New Australians’ or ‘wogs’, as they were 

sometimes called. The differences in culture and religious practice did not matter too much to us, 

and we played football and cricket together, rode our bikes around the streets, poked fun at the 

local grump, ‘Mr Froggy’, and made a small contribution to the benign delinquency in our 

neighbourhood. I shared everything with my friends, especially food: white paper bags of mixed 

lollies, steaming butcher-paper packages of hot chips, cans of RC Cola, and other treats we 

bought after school from the numerous corner shops we used to call milk bars. But we never 

shared a homemade lunch, and I never visited a migrant friend’s home for dinner. It was fine to 

play cricket and footy or go for long bike-rides with the Antons, Tonys and Spiros of my 

adolescent world, but that world had no place for their salami and smelly cheese. Migrant food 

was a cultural demarcation line that I instinctively would not cross. 

 Fast forward a few decades and I was an Italian food and sushi lover contemplating a new 

job and a new life in the Middle East. My Anglo-Celtic diet had been dormant if not extinct for 

some time, and I now faced a new culinary challenge. It is true that Middle Eastern food has 

been in Australia for a relatively long time but it is not a regular component of many Australian 

diets. But after my first few weeks in the Middle East, I felt like I was in the culinary equivalent 

of the fifty-first American state. The usual fast food chains were everywhere, plus a few new 

ones, and my American colleague and I ate a lot of meals in shopping malls that, apart from the 

abayas and dishdashers, didn’t seem much different from those back home. 

The supermarkets were also difficult to negotiate. They seemed to stock mostly Arabic food 

that I had never seen before, or canned, frozen or processed American food. The reasonably-

priced meat did not look appetising, and the cost of some Australian beef was often prohibitive – 

over $100 per kg in one case. Occasionally, I saw a jar of Vegemite or Capilano honey, and I 

could always find ‘Australian carrots’, but I had to seriously re-evaluate my food purchasing 

regimen. For the first few months, my meals at home consisted mostly of broad beans and rice, 

and although I was pleased at my weight loss, it was clear that the highly toxic home 

environment resulting from my broad bean consumption had to be remedied. 

As my circle of friends grew, my culinary experiences became more diverse. Eating out is a 

major activity in Kuwait (there is little else to do when it is 55 degrees) and my new friends 

began to invite me to restaurants, most of which were Middle-Eastern or Lebanese or Arabic, 

depending on who you asked.  

‘This food is Syrian,’ one would say.  

‘No, it’s Lebanese,’ another would argue.  

‘Syria and Lebanon are the same’.  

‘Tell that to ISIS.’  

‘They would agree.’  

I had eaten hummus in Australia, but that was the extent of my Middle-Eastern culinary 

adventuring, apart from the occasional 2 a.m. kebab – and I now know that no self-respecting 

Turk, Arab or Iranian would call the pita stuffed with meat sold outside nightclubs in Australia a 

‘kebab’. But I’ll get to meat nomenclature later. 
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Of all the Middle Eastern dips, I knew only hummus. There are many varieties of hummus (is 

the plural hummi?), but I must confess that I cannot tell the difference. For example, to make 

‘Hummus Beiruty’ it seems all you do is dice some tomatoes and arrange them on top. Of the 

non-hummus dips, I am almost as impressed by their names as I am by their taste: foul 

(pronounced ‘fool’), Baba Ganoush, moutabal, mousaka’a. But for me, the king of the dips is 

muhummara, made from roasted red capsicum and walnuts, often spiced with chilli. I truly 

believe that a bad day can be resurrected with some muhummara. ‘Very delicious’, is a phrase 

heard often here, and muhummara certainly is.  

The Arab bread usually served with dips is close to, but not the same as, pita. It is brought to 

the table hot, the heat making the bread expand so that when you break it apart the escaping 

steam often burns your hands. This is the Middle East and you should expect some collateral 

damage. Iranian bread is by far the best. It is cooked in wood-fired ovens, the dough thrown 

against a wall inside an open oven. Iranian bread is so cheap I don’t know how much it costs. 

The first time I bought some (about four loaves, each the size of a large pizza) I just held out a 

hand that contained a one-dinar note (about AU$4.50) and some coins. The guy brushed the note 

aside and took two 100 fil coins (about 90 cents) and then gave me some change.  

For a few years, I thought the most ‘very delicious’ cheap food in Kuwait was falafel. A 

Jordanian friend first took me to buy some, the ordering procedure as follows: park as close as 

you can to the falafel store, which is, of course, located on a busy road; honk the horn until 

someone comes out or the guy standing outside acknowledges you; lower your window and 

place your order; wait in the car, blocking traffic and those parked alongside; receive your order; 

pay a trifling amount; depart. I get a bag of twenty falafel for less than two dollars. You also 

receive some packaged Arabic bread and pickles for free. Aside from the ‘very deliciousness’ of 

the falafel, I like ordering it because I can. Having memorised all the phrases and made all the 

mistakes (both listening and speaking) that one can make, ordering falafel is about the only 

transaction I can complete entirely in Arabic. But falafel is no longer my number one Middle 

Eastern food on the very cheap, very delicious scale. For that we have to cross the Gulf. 

Because they are at odds religiously, and therefore politically, I was amazed that so many 

Iranians live in Kuwait – and they have made a distinct culinary impact. Perhaps the most 

recognisable Iranian cuisines are kebab and khorosht (stew), both usually eaten with rice. While 

I concede the relative merits of these dishes, neither compares to the Iranian dish called ash 

(pronounced ‘osh’) for ridiculously cheap deliciousness. I first tasted ash when I went to my 

British/Iranian friend’s apartment. A Kuwaiti/Iranian friend was also there and he had brought 

some plastic containers of ash. Ash is hard to describe. I don’t think ash even knows what it is. 

It’s like a soup, but thicker, so like a stew, but not ... I don’t know how it gets its consistency, 

and neither does my British/Iranian friend. I am sure it is some type of grain that is bashed 

together. You get a few chickpeas in there, too, and herbs and some spices, and the guy asks if 

you want crispy fried onions, lemon juice and ground black pepper on top. Of course you do.  

In Kuwait, like other Middle Eastern countries, many districts in the city have a ‘co-op’, a 

community-owned shopping area with a supermarket (the co-op), stores selling phone cases, 

clothes, perfume, and electronics, maybe a pharmacy, a shoe-repairer, hairdresser (called 

saloons), often a post office (even though mail is never delivered), and sometimes fast food 

chains and a café or two. Most co-ops have a hole-in-the-wall with a wood-fired oven where you 

get your Iranian bread, and many also have an ash store. The ones I have seen look like a fish 

and chip shop, with the same long narrow area furnished only with a counter that separates the 

customers from the cook (always male) and his cooking area. But instead of deep fryers, ash 
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stores have massive stainless steel pots recessed into the bench, the pots heated, I presume, with 

gas burners underneath. Each pot contains ash or something similar. And here is the lesson:  

always try the something similar. The first time I visited my local ash store, I went with my 

British/Iranian friend because the ash guy (a wonderful old Afghani) speaks three or four 

languages but not English. There was a picture of Sydney Harbour on the wall in the shop so I 

immediately warmed to him even though I could not communicate, and my friend did the 

ordering. I nodded and politely rejected the ash guy’s exhortations to try something other than 

ash. I loved ash and didn’t see the need to try anything else. Now, I often go to the ash store 

myself and take it to my British/Iranian friend’s place, often on Wednesdays, so we have begun 

to call our weekly ash fix ‘Ash Wednesday’. 

My friend sometimes orders halim (a gluey white pudding with chicken that is eaten for 

breakfast in Iran) and the ash guy sometimes talks to him about me. He says, ‘Your friend only 

gets ash.’ ‘But I just like ash,’ I’d say to my friend, and that’s all I would buy until the day I 

tried the lentil soup – so ‘very delicious’ in this part of the world. The ash guy’s lentil soup is 

different from all the others I have tried in Kuwait, a little spicier and a little thinner. I started to 

order one or two lentil soup pots with my four or five buckets of ash. 

I am a little nervous when I go the ash store alone because I have to fumble through the 

ordering process. I know how to count in Arabic so all I have to say is, ‘ash khamsa, halim 

wahid’ (ash five, halim one’), but the nerves come nonetheless. One day, I ordered ash and then 

prepared myself to order lentil soup. I knew ‘lentil’ in Farsi was ‘adas’, so all I had to say was 

‘soup adas thalatha’ (three) – which is three words in three languages – and I was home. Of 

course, I stuffed it up. Perhaps thinking that his rueful statements about my only ordering ash 

had worked, the ash guy pre-empted my additional order. He lifted the lid on a massive bowl, 

pointed, and said something that I didn’t hear clearly and probably wouldn’t have understood if I 

had. ‘Na’am. Thalatha,’ I said. (Yes, three.) The lid he had lifted was from a big pot of orangey-

brown coloured stuff not dissimilar to his lentil soup – but it was not lentil soup. I knew by its 

texture as soon as he spooned it into the plastic pots. 

I paid about ten dollars for seven pots of deliciousness and went to my friend’s apartment. 

When I arrived, I apologised to his wife, who had asked for lentil soup. ‘I think I ordered 

something else,’ I said, as I tentatively opened my pots. It was jereesh, a Saudi Arabian 

concoction made from some type of grain with spices and bits of chicken. Even my 

British/Iranian friend didn’t know what it was and had to ask the ash guy on his next visit. We 

ate it and, of course, it was delicious and now makes an appearance every Ash Wednesday. My 

friend now says he likes jereesh more than ash – proof Saudi Arabia and Iran can find common 

ground. 

Driving around, you can be forgiven for thinking that Kuwait is swamped by fast food chains. 

They seem to be everywhere, especially at night. You cannot pass any sizeable group of shops 

without seeing a swag of American takeaway joints, and on the roads you see hundreds of 

motorcycle delivery drivers with fast food logos on their rear-mounted food boxes. But there are 

probably as many traditional takeaway joints; it is just that they are not as brightly lit as the 

American ones and are often hidden away or located in non-descript shopfronts and advertised 

only in Arabic. There are falafel stores, ash stores, kebab joints, and roast chicken takeaways. 

But for the best fast food, you cannot go past shawarma. It’s not as cheap as falafel or ash, but 

the taste of a sarj bread chicken shawarma with a little salad and some tahina is amazing – as 

long as you know what to ask for.  

For a long time I was confused about meat nomenclature in the Middle East. Meat is lahem, 

but also tikka, shawarma, kebab ... shonoo? I think the Arabs mostly agree on what’s what, but it 
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did not help me that two of my good friends were a Turk and a Greek. As I tried to comprehend 

enough Arabic to at least order a meal, they spent most of their time arguing about which of their 

respective nations invented the various foods and beverages I would try to order. They would 

argue about Turkish/Greek coffee, raki/ouzo, yogurt, baklava, vine leaves/cabbage rolls, and 

whether a shawarma is a doner or a yirros; then they would argue about who stole it from 

whom, which ancient ancestor first ate the said dish on the steps of which ancient monument, 

and whose version was better. I knew a lot of Greeks in Australia so I know about souvlaki 

(meat wrapped in pita) or yirros (if it comes from a vertical rotisserie). I probably once called all 

the variations a ‘kebab’, and I’m sure many Australians make ‘kebabs’ on the barbecue by 

sliding meat along a skewer as I used to do. But in the Middle East, kebabs, whether Arabic, 

Turkish, or Iranian, are made from minced meat and spices and are wrapped by hand around 

large skewers that are actually long knives. The kebabs are then cooked on coals and usually 

eaten with rice, although some eat them wrapped in bread. The meat taken from a vertical 

rotisserie is called shawarma, available in beef, chicken or, sometimes, lamb. Turks call the 

same thing doner. Tikka is cubed lamb, chicken or beef that is grilled or cooked on coals. I am 

not a big fan of the cubed meat or the kebabs, but the shawarma is so good, so very delicious. At 

the risk of starting an argument with any Kuwaiti reading this, the best shawarma you can buy in 

Kuwait is from a store in a little side street near my apartment. On the way home from work, I 

only have to make a slight detour, park alongside, give my order, and a few minutes later I’m on 

my way with some delicious chicken wrapped in very thin sarj bread. 

This discourse on Middle Eastern cuisine has not come close to scratching the surface, and I 

have not even mentioned tea and coffee culture, or the Kuwaiti friend who invited me and two 

friends for a brunch at his home that we then washed down with coffee, two fruit flans and a 

two-tiered red velvet wedding cake. (‘You wanted red velvet but my baker said that the only red 

velvet he had was a wedding cake.’) Desserts, sweets, ornate boxes of chocolates and everything 

else from macaroons and cupcakes to French pastries, kanafah specialists, and cake shops 

abound. It is not a surprise that there is little difference between Kuwait and the West when it 

comes to diabetes and obesity.  

Although there are obvious cultural similarities between countries in the Middle East, there 

are also substantial differences in everything from language, wealth, politics, religion and law to 

music, climate, clothing – and food. In a region often homogenised by Westerners, the 

differences highlight the complexity of the region’s political challenges. And I haven’t even 

mentioned Israel. Although I never get involved in political debates with work colleagues, I have 

unwittingly started arguments over the pronunciation of Arabic words, the caloric content of 

Middle Eastern foods, the fastest way to get from one end of town to the other, the best place to 

buy falafel, and the derivation of the delicious sweet kanafah. It may seem presumptuous of me 

to argue about such things, but my information comes mostly from Arab sources and when I 

seek clarification there is seldom a definitive or unanimous answer. 

I am inquisitive more than provocative and, particularly when I discover new foods, I like to 

expand my knowledge by discussing my findings with Arabic colleagues and students. Whether 

real or imagined, I feel closer to understanding the culture even when I simply witness their 

differences of opinion. Food doesn’t get enough recognition as an intersection of cultural 

exchange. I am quite certain that the first time I interacted with an Asian person was at a Chinese 

takeaway with my parents in the early ‘70s. How many other Australians first met Asians in 

restaurants? How many older Australians first met Italians or Greeks at greengroceries or the 

markets? Most of the Arabic I understand relates to food, and I can’t count the number of times 

students have brought me food. Whether showing hospitality if you are the giver or openness if 
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you are the receiver, food is symbolic and universal, a sign of generosity and of humanity. One 

student’s mother made me a feast at the end of a semester – enough to feed my family for days – 

just to thank me for teaching her daughter. A few weeks after having a class discussion about 

ash last semester, a student came to my office with a container filled with nakhee: chick peas in 

broth. The ash guy had occasionally offered me nakhee, but I hadn’t tried it. ‘Great! Mashkora. 

I’ll have that for lunch,’ I said to the student and she left. I didn’t want to try it in front of her, 

fearing I would not like it, but when I did I thought it was delicious. Chick peas in broth. How 

do they do it? A few years ago, two other students gave me a box of cupcakes they had 

decorated with Australian designs, including the opera house, kangaroos, koalas, and the flag. I 

thought about the irony of those cupcakes bearing the flag that a few years earlier ‘Australians’ 

had draped around themselves when they fought ‘people of middle eastern appearance’ on 

Sydney’s beaches.  

Last summer, my daughter and I were walking along the Boulevard de Clichy on the edge of 

Montmartre, where the lines of sex clubs and sex shops are punctuated with bars, cafés and take-

away joints, many of them Arabic. I watched the men standing inside or smoking on the 

pavement out front and thought about Parisian life for an Arab expat. My daughter mentioned 

for the third time that she wanted to try a banana crêpe so we stopped at one of the takeaway 

joints with a hotplate out front. It was mid-afternoon, the place was empty, and the lone 

attendant looked up, sullenly. I greeted him, enquired of his health, and his face broke into a 

smile. ‘You speak Arabic?’ he asked, and my daughter laughed. I confessed that I knew very 

little (‘shway, shway),’ and he laughed along with my daughter. We talked in English while he 

made the crêpe and I thought how simple it had been to change his expression. 

A few weeks ago I went for ash and noticed that the ash guy seemed a little different, a little 

more reserved. He had often smiled and touched his heart when I walked into the store. I 

watched him closely as he put ash, soup adas, and jereesh into the plastic pots. He looked 

younger, his beard neater, his face a little less flabby. I paid and went to my British/Iranian 

friend’s apartment; I asked him if the ash guy had a younger brother. He didn’t know. The 

following week, we went to the store together. My friend placed our order and made enquiries. 

There were, indeed, two ash brothers, and each rotated to Kuwait every six months to operate 

the ash store – Afghan FIFO workers. This brother asked my nationality and my friend pointed 

to the picture of Sydney Harbour and told him that I was Australian. He seemed to like that, and 

they talked some more while our fifteen buckets were filled. My friend, still speaking Farsi, then 

became agitated, and I knew the reason even though I understood none of their words. ‘He wants 

to give us the ash for free, right?’ Indeed, he didn’t want me to pay because ‘Australia has 

accepted so many people from our country who had nowhere else to go’. 

For more than one reason, I felt very sad. We paid, went to my friend’s apartment, and ate the 

ash, jereesh, and adas. It was very delicious. 

 

 

Michael Armstrong holds a PhD from Edith Cowan University and lives in the Middle East 

where he teaches English and writing. He has published short stories, poetry, articles and 

creative non-fiction in journals, writing magazines, anthologies and newspapers. He co-wrote 

and edited an independent Australian feature film in 2010 and has completed his first novel. 
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Absent Beloved 

Ishrat Bashir  

  

‘I know what you’re thinking right now. What wouldn’t have been possible in the world if only 

you were mine? But you’re wrong to think so. I’m nothing if I’m not yours. Every speck of my 

soul and body belongs to you.’ 

‘Please! It would be better if things remained unsaid. One word opens the gates for more 

words to burst forth and drown you.’ 

‘But I’m happy if they do. I wouldn’t mind if your words drowned me. It’s like basking in 

your light.’ 

Silence.  

Rabia no longer remembers if she had imagined this conversation or she had really had it with 

him. The place she was born in was a city brimming with light. The mountains that surrounded it 

helped to contain all that brightness which she feared would otherwise be lost. It would leak out 

into the plains if the mountains ever gave away the secret of their being. The fear was illogical, 

of course. How could light leak into plains? Even if light were a fluid, it would need an osmotic 

gradient to flow. But she feared, nonetheless.  

Faisal had his fears, too. He was afraid of the terror that words unleash when they have 

multiple meanings. The word would often become a bone of contention between the two lovers.  

‘What is freedom but a word with multiple meaning? Polysemy is the magnanimity of our 

language, Faisal.’ 

‘A word with multiple meanings is vulnerable, my love. No, not that. It makes us vulnerable. 

It becomes a tool in the hands of our enemies to defeat us, to confuse us, at least.’ 

‘And who is our enemy?’ 

‘I mean if we had enemies.’ 

‘I only know that words are beautiful when they are endless, like alif in Urdu.’ 

‘But they are curved and twisted in all manners of the other crooked letters of Urdu. I think 

words like “love” and “truth”, “justice” and “freedom” should have only one meaning. They are 

important and fundamental words.’ 

‘But the most important of them all is “life” and life cannot have only one meaning. If it were 

not for the multiple meanings, how could it embrace love and truth, justice and freedom? 

Multiplicity makes words what they are. Haven’t you read our beloved poet Shahid? He plays on 

the multiple meanings of his name. 

 

 They ask me to tell them what Shahid means— 

 Listen: It means ‘The Beloved’ in Persian, ‘Witness’ in Arabic. 

 

The couplet helped to melt the bone of contention between them. Perhaps he smiled. She could 

not tell. 

‘So you are my Shahid?’ he said. 

‘Of course I am.’  

Rabia didn’t remember how this conversation ended that night but the next ended in silence. 

The line went dead as the 25th of January slipped into the 26th. She held the phone for a long 

time that night, imagining that he too held it.  
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Februaries and Marchs passed. Springs and summers froze into Decembers. She did not know 

what had happened that night. Perhaps the doorbell had rung and he had opened it to no one. 

Perhaps the curfew on networking had made him furious and he had decided to end it for once 

and all. Perhaps he went after Shahid. Perhaps he had been on the pick up list of Khuftan 

Faqeers (State informants). Perhaps!  

No one knows what happened to him for he just, as they say, disappeared. He disappeared 

without trace, as if she had imagined him, and with the flight of her imagination, he ceased to 

exist.   

Hope is the one thing that doesn’t disappear. It grows like mushrooms in dark places and 

when it gets very dark, some forgotten lantern in the window of the house of memory suddenly 

lights up, illuminating details of the life once lived. She remembered a school friend, Sohin, 

whose father had been a policeman. The word ‘policeman’ has multiple meanings. Polysemy! 

Law, order, crime, bullets, irreverence, reverberative, shield, stones, security, help, service – 

many words are associated with this eleven-letter word in the city brimming with light.  

This was her only option. She had not been in contact with Sohin for almost ten years. 

Nonetheless, she was certain that he would help her if she could only manage to contact him. 

She asked friends and acquaintances and learnt that Sohin was a doctor. She met him in the 

cafeteria of a local hospital.  

‘Sohin, I need your help,’ she said. ‘The brother of one of my friends has disappeared. Could 

you please ask your father to help us find out where he is?’ 

Sohin gazed at her intently and could see the waves in her words. ‘Of course I will help,’ he 

said.  

But promises have their own ways of coming to fruition. A few days passed and then Sohin 

invited her to his home to meet his father. Perhaps he knew the answer. He wanted to make her 

believe that he did really talk to his father about this so-called disappearance.  

It was the first time Rabia had met a male friend at his home. As she reached up to ring the 

doorbell, she felt visible and invisible eyes burning into her back. But when Sohin’s mother 

opened the door, her friendly manner and warm smile iced the burning. Sohin’s father was busy 

attending to guests in the drawing room, she explained, leading the way to his study.  

The room also served as their personal library. Rabia was surprised. She had imagined 

policemen would have little interest in books and would only read reports and such. Perhaps 

Sohin’s father was different. A sofa was placed against the only wall without book shelves and 

Rabia nervously sat down. In front of the sofa was a small wooden table on which lay a heap of 

books. She stretched out her hand and picked up one. To her surprise it was Waiting for Godot. 

It had also never occurred to her that policemen read plays. As she scanned the titles on the table 

she saw a book by Alistair Lamb.  

At that moment Sohin entered with his father. Rabia was absorbed in memories the book in 

her hand evoked. She had forgotten that she was in someone else’s study in someone else’s 

home. Startled, the book fell from her hands. As she picked it up, something slipped from it onto 

the floor. It was a red book mark with ‘Something is burning’ written on one side and on the 

other, ‘My memory is again in the way of your history,’ in her own poor handwriting. A corner 

of the book was frayed and had been fixed with a strip of transparent adhesive tape. It was the 

same book she had given to Faisal. 

Sohin’s father apologised for making her wait. He said that he had made preliminary inquiries 

but it would be difficult to find Faisal. However, he promised that he would try his best. ‘Two 

years is a long time,’ he said. Had it been a fresh case he would surely have been able to help 

her.  
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Two years of trials and tribulations had yielded nothing to Faisal’s family. Rabia believed that 

she loved him more than anyone in the world. Therefore, she must be the only one destined to 

find him. Thinking of Sohin appeared, therefore, a divine intervention. She said nothing but 

asked him where he had bought that book. He smiled, and replied that the books on the table 

were sent to him by his friend, an officer in the Border Security Force, for the public library that 

he was going to inaugurate.  

Despite all the multiplicity, police officers were still accessible. But she did not know how to 

contact the army officer. There was no divine intervention here. Besides, a ghost-like suspicion 

was hovering in the darkness of her mind and she was afraid to expose it to the light.  

After a week, her friend called to say that his father could not find any clue about Faisal. But 

she had not been looking for a clue. Clues are rampant in the cursed city full of light. She wanted 

an end to all clues. 

 

 

Ishrat Bashir is an Assistant Professor in the Department of English, Central University of 

Kashmir, where she teaches the short story, comparative literary theory, and British drama. Her 
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Finding Mathilde 

Lauren Butterworth 

I had almost given up trying to find her. Mathilde, a woman I was only just beginning to know. 

I’d hunted for days, seeking footprints between gold-leafed vines, in tumbling village alleyways, 

even in the dark and trembling forest. I’d catch a whiff of her in a courtyard, a glimpse of hair 

disappearing beneath an archway, and I’d scurry. But I was chasing a spectre, elusive not only 

because she was immaterial, like an ordinary ghost, but because she was fictional. A woman 

plucked from wherever it is that fictional women come from, waiting to reveal herself to me as 

someone who could, in time, seem tangible. In the strange way that characters we create can 

emerge fully formed and yet entirely apart from us, she had manifested and become, at once, a 

mystery. But I knew that she was from here, this tiny village at the foot of the Vosges 

Mountains, 15,000 kilometres from my Australian home, and belonged to a history some four-

hundred years before my own.  

I’d arrived in Bergheim, a fortified town in the middle of the Alsatian wine-region, via train 

from Luxembourg. Watching fields pass in patterns of green, I thought back on the month that 

had passed. A series of coaches from Krakow through the Baltics, budget hostels and free 

walking tours, old town pub crawls and boys on dance floors. It was an experience entirely 

removed from the one I spent that train journey preparing myself for, but they’d arisen from the 

same need. I was coming out of a crucial turning point in both my PhD and my personal life. I’d 

left my fiancé a year before and recovered myself in a hectic Mediterranean summer, and very 

soon afterwards Mathilde had appeared. She was a newcomer to a novel I thought I knew, and 

she surprised me with the urgency with which she demanded her place on the page. The problem 

was that her birth necessitated not only the death of another, a character I disliked and had been 

stuck on for a year, but an entire setting, a timeline, a third of the manuscript. But she had her 

claws in, and so after weeks of indulging myself in the kind of travel that had once made me 

whole again, I had arrived to discover a history of witches. Though I knew little else, I knew 

Mathilde would be one of them: a wise-woman, a healer, a terror.  

Bergheim was one of a cluster of villages at the centre of a century-long spate of witch trials. 

Though most took place formally in Strasburg, a small city close by on the Rhine, I wanted my 

witch to be in the forest. The Vosges Mountains creep close to the villages, and I could picture a 

little cottage for her just beyond the town wall, a goat and a patch of herbs, secluded in the 

secrecy of the woodland. I’d spent months with my nose buried in old 1970s volumes of 

European witchcraft, learning the causes of hysteria, the manner of the trials, the cruel and 

torturous punishments. I’d read testimonies and religious tracts, the infamous Malleus 

Malificarum, the Hammer of Witches, which outlined, in shocking misogyny, the conservative 

zeitgeist of the period. But it was difficult to translate those facts into fiction, especially from a 

library in Adelaide. I needed something more tangible, to write from her home. To smell the 

dew in early mornings, watch the angle of sunlight on yellow cornfields, and hear the call of 

ravens, their rustle as they soared from fence post to sky.  

Google Images had revealed the region to resemble a fairy-tale: gabled, half-timbered houses 

with flower boxes and Hansi prints in the windows, winding cobblestone streets and rusting 

water pumps hidden in courtyards. All before a backdrop of mountains, vines curving like bellies 

from one church steeple to the next, and three castles perched on the hillside, threatening at any 
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moment to topple and fall. I pictured myself biking from village to village, notebook and cheese 

baguette in hand, sitting on grassy hills and in alfresco cafes, the words flowing like honey. How 

could they not? It was all so beautiful. Picture perfect. A postcard. And yet, a week had passed. 

Days of frustrated scribbles and bare impressions, but nothing of plot, nothing of character, just 

musings about the crows, the way the apples I’d picked from an orchard down a country lane 

crunched, as did the almost ripe grapes from the bunch I’d stolen from the vines. Mathilde would 

be a scavenger too, lurking in the outskirts, the village walls high around her, stealing into 

shadows. I had taken to observing, from the outskirts, while nibbling at my baguette and cheese, 

hordes of middle-aged tourists swanning from cellar door to cellar door, eating their tarte-flambé 

and quiche Lorraine; I’d never felt like this kind of outsider in my travels. It was nothing like 

traipsing through Eastern Bloc capitals. There I strode with the confidence of the bohemian-solo-

white-woman-backpacker, and my kind was not unknown among the locals. I was one of 

hundreds of young people finding themselves through successions of empowering clichés, and 

while I was self-aware enough to understand the trope I fell into, it was also one that gave me 

agency, an identity.  

When I’d arrived in Bergheim, my host had met me at the station. The local bus came only 

twice a day, and my plan to hire a bike was quickly abandoned by the reality of my 70-litre 

rucksack and the incline of the hills. She’d offered to drive me to the Airbnb flat I had rented for 

the week, a rare luxury I was looking forward to after weeks of hostels. She spoke barely a word 

of English, and my high school French squeaked with years of rust, so we spoke in a broken bi-

lingual jumble. At the flat, a loft above their garage with checked curtains and a ceiling cross-

hatched with thick wooden beams, she introduced me to Christophe, her husband. They were 

polite, but restrained. They seemed confused by me, a solo woman with a flag-patched backpack 

and vague explanations as to my purpose: ‘Je veux faire des recherches. J’ecris.’ I caught their 

sideways glances, their exchanged shrugs. They were used to regional grey-nomads arriving in 

cars like beetles, not budget-conscious young writers. It made me nervous. I was out of my 

depth.  

Nonetheless, Christophe lent me a lumbering old mountain bike, and I rode out beyond the 

village, down a narrow lane and into the rolling green countryside. But the freedom of it proved 

an illusion. The route I’d planned was far too strenuous for my legs, accustomed to flat Adelaide 

plains. After just a few kilometres, I was huffing, straining against the incline. I tried not to let it 

bother me. I’d restrict myself to the closest villages, they were the most important, after all. It 

was more realistic that way: Mathilde wouldn’t be able to get very far either. When I arrived in 

the next village, I realised I didn’t have a bike lock. Forced to stick to the streets, I looked 

instead through windows of candied buildings into stores selling heart shaped gingerbread and 

homemade berry jams. An intriguing toy-shop was filled with little marionette witches on 

brooms, but I could only stand outside and peer. As I looked, the bike fell against my shin, 

shredding a layer of skin so I bled as I walked. With oil-stains on my bare legs, and hair matted 

to my face, I passed fancy hotels and bed and breakfasts, converted from grand old houses. I felt 

eyes on me as I passed: I was bedraggled, sweaty, and thirty years younger than everybody else. 

It wasn’t quite the writer’s retreat I’d imagined. When the following days brought more of the 

same, I began to panic. I’d collected pages of scribbled impressions, descriptions of each village, 

the wildlife, the smells and sounds. But so far there was nothing of Mathilde. And without her, 

there was no novel.  

But there was one last hope, a museum, La Maison des Sorcières – the Witches’ House – 

dedicated to uncovering the dark history of the trials. However, it was the low-season, October, 

and so it was only open once a week: Tuesdays. I left on Wednesday. It was down a short, 
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flower-boxed lane in a large stone house with a wrought-iron silhouette of a long-nosed, pointy-

hatted witch on a broom. Around the corner there was a witch’s garden, a square patch of green 

with poisonous herbs: mandrake, monkhood, belladonna. I lingered before entering, unsure of 

what I’d find. Perhaps I would catch a glimpse of Mathilde reflected in the tale of a real woman; 

the details of crimes and arrests, the superstition and mythology would unravel that thread I 

knew to be sticking out in my mind, just a little, waiting to be pulled.  

Inside, a man in black took my meagre student offering and handed me a card.  

‘The displays are not in English,’ he said, sensing from my stilted introduction that I was not 

from here.  

‘C’est bon.’ I asserted, offering him my most confident smile, and rounded the corner into the 

exhibition.  

In the period immediately before the Thirty Years War, Bergheim and the surrounding 

villages suffered from an onslaught of hardships. Plagues led to fallow lands, devastating crops 

and famine. Then there was the rinderpest, an infectious cattle disease that wiped-out herds, and 

with them, livelihoods. In the 1630s, barely recovered, the region was ravaged by the Swedish 

army. I couldn’t help but imagine the terror of soldiers billeted in farmhouses, of losing 

dwindling supplies to looting and requisition, not to mention the horror of sieges, of men in 

cracked armour posted at the gates. Research taught me that such conditions, a fatal mixture of 

fear and superstition, make a region ripe for a craze. Position such villages in a borderland, 

where town after town is converting to the new faith of Luther and Calvin, and you have a 

powder keg.  

Among walls of black, a board, illuminated by three small spotlights, sparked my curiosity. I 

could make out rows of blurred dashes, but I kept on track, reading about the ecclesiastic courts, 

the manner of the trials, the role of the bailiffs, the justices, the civil judiciary. I snapped 

pictures, I squinted and drew contextual conclusions from unknown words. I grew closer. The 

dashes revealed themselves. They were names. Rows and rows of them. I stood stock-still.  

Marguerite Möwel, the first condemned, went to trial on May 29, 1582. Barbara Pförzel, wife 

of Claus, a winemaker, was judged 28 June, 1586, along with Anna Weckhenzipfel of nearby 

Rodern. Barbara Wagner, three times married, and Catharina Flöss, Veronika Ziegler and 

Margaretha Schaffer, tried 9 August, 1586. Anna Kessler died in prison that same year, as did 

Madeleine Meyer, a century later, but not before Ursule Kosh and Christine Schwenck, 

Catherine and Barbara, Agnes, another Barbara, Christine, Maria, Agathe, Madeleine, Anna 

Pferzel and Anna Aichmann, Margaretha, and Veronika and on and on and on. A century of 

death. My feet became solid. I couldn’t move. I thought of the horrors of Holocaust museums I’d 

visited in Germany and Poland. How they’d taught me the significance of a name, the grief of a 

frayed teddy bear on a pedestal, and the way a pair of spectacles in a glass cabinet can make you 

tremble.  

I left the museum with a headache. It was probably the result of three hard hours of 

translation, but I felt as though I carried the world. The village was quiet now. It was late 

afternoon and the few small shops were closing. There was no traffic, only the occasional car 

squeezed between a bollard and a plant-box. Overhead, ravens cawed against the purpling sky, 

circling the church spire. I walked towards them as though in a trance and found myself by the 

town wall beside the church. I climbed onto the ramparts, walking slowly. I hadn’t found her yet, 

but I was getting closer. Something, certainly, had shifted.  

As I wandered, I peered down into yards. The gardens burst with autumn: pumpkins strained 

the vines, capsicums twisted and apples rotted beneath trees. There were chickens in wiry coops, 

dog’s bowls and lawn chairs. They seemed strange against the backs of medieval structures, 
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which, from behind, without the flowery pastels, recalled far more their original façades. I 

stopped and stared, blurring out the children’s toys and patio furniture. I could almost see stacks 

of firewood, hear the rough sawing of men at workbenches, and inhale the fermenting stench of 

wine in barrels. Ahead loomed the tower, topped by a round, bristly stork’s nest. The region is 

famous for them, though I was yet to see any. Instead, more ravens flocked. Witches’ birds.  

As I approached the tower, that heaviness came down quickly. A gold and black plaque on 

the brick read Hexenturm: The Witches Tower. Hawthorn vines strangled the crevices of the 

brick, slithered into the windows. Nobody was around. No echoing murmurs or footsteps. Only 

the sound of my own breath. I grasped a handful of vine and yanked, releasing a strand and 

unveiling what was hidden in the dark. Piles of stones, old planks of wood, the glint of a metal 

soda can, torn newspaper and cigarette butts. On the ceiling, evidence of the strappado, an 

instrument that suspends a victim by the wrists, hung from the ceiling. Then, beneath it all, the 

barely visible crosshatched metal of the oubliette. In a pit four meters deep, women were kept 

for crimes as simple as arguing with their husbands. I tried to imagine her there. A tall woman, 

frayed and skinny, dirty hair covering her face. Bruised, shackled and limp-legged on the floor. 

She appeared like a ghost and disappeared in a blink.  

I looked back along the rampart walls to the little houses all in rows, and their cookie-cutter 

allure crumbled. I couldn’t believe they’d ever looked delightful. The region’s economy relies 

on a façade built on an image of provincial charm, one that celebrates its medieval history as 

pastoral idyll. But there is a darkness here. The Witches’ Tower, La Maison des Sorcières, the 

iron-wrought women on brooms above doorways, the little toy witches dangling from porches 

play just as much a role in this medieval tourist trap as the home-made jams and gingerbread 

men. No matter what the image of the witch may have come to represent to our modern 

consciousness – a victim, a hag, a woman dangerous in her empowerment – here, in these 

villages, it’s not a mythology. It’s history. Mathilde may not be real, but Barbara Pförzel, Anna 

Aichmann, and Veronika Ziegler were. And they weren’t witches. They were women.  

Back at the flat, I poured myself a supermarket riesling and sat down with my journal. I 

hadn’t meant to, but I began to drift, not into sleep, but something like it. In a daydream as vivid 

as any I’d ever had, I see that long, narrow street in Riquewihr, Mathilde reaching desperately 

between the wooden beams of a cart. Straw is beneath her knees, stinking of urine, a woman – 

her sister? – lies collapsed on the cobblestones behind her. She runs again and falls, chest 

wracked with heart-thump, with mucus, and she lets out an animal howl. Villagers stand by 

doorways, whispering and hissing as children pelt rot at the cart. I can taste the salt on her lips, 

feel the dead weight of her legs. The tower looms. The final stop. She will never see any of this 

again. Nothing but the cracks in stone walls and, perhaps, the rolling vines from her high place 

on the hill as she awaits the fire to be lit.  

In the morning, my last day before leaving for Strasburg, I decided to forego the bike for my 

feet. Clouds were sunken and low, the lane wet from overnight rain. The air was dense with it, 

humid and prickly, and fog obscured the peaks of the mountains. I walked along the road to 

Ribeauville past fields with goats tethered to poles, apple orchards, and purpling vines. In town, 

it was surprisingly quiet. The grey light robbed the buildings of their vibrancy, and brown leaked 

into the puddles in troughs and between the cobblestones.  

Just beyond Ribeauville, the town met the forest. The air grew colder, fresher as I strode. I 

passed a pair of sheep that grunted curiously. Ravens flocked from an old fence post and carved 

across the sky, and as I climbed, heading further into the forest, the mountain, I thought I caught 

a glimpse of blonde hair. I could hear thumping in the undergrowth, like footsteps, and though it 

frightened me at first, my skin soon pricked with exhilaration. The church bells rang and I 
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jumped, the bristle of sharp leaves scratched my ankles. In the stillness that followed, I listened 

only to the wood. The crackle of wind in the leaves, the distant purr of cars, that thumping, again 

and again – little acorns, I realised, falling from the trees. A cacophony of mosquito hum and 

bird song. I sat on a log amongst glittering moss and a turquoise bug, bright and shining, landed 

on my knee. I felt the stillness of the forest, but I also felt its life.  

And so would she. Mathilde would know this place and it would sustain her. Because she, 

like me, was powerful in her solitude. Mud-spatter on her legs, hair matted to her face, she’d 

pass fancy houses and merchant stalls and feel the eyes of the villagers on her. But it wouldn’t 

bother her, being on the outside; it wouldn’t bother her to look through windows at pastries she 

couldn’t afford while she munched on a husk of bread. I smiled as I felt the forest fill me up. 

Perhaps I knew Mathilde better than I thought.  

It was, after all, no accident that a wild woman, a witch nurtured by the earth, unbridled in her 

passion and unafraid of her independence, emerged at the same time I chose to reject the 

marriage and mortgage I’d been unconsciously hurtling toward. And I was lucky, because I 

could invoke a fictional woman as my muse, not only for the manuscript, but as symbol of the 

woman I wanted to be, because I could take her strength, her power, and leave behind the 

realities of a life like hers. Though the patriarchal structures that limited women like Mathilde 

still exist, embedded in the unconscious of girls like me, I will never face a death in flames for 

choosing to reject them.  

On the walk back to town, I was filled with something I could hardly explain. The sun itself 

seemed to sense it, breaking through cloud to dry the mud on the paths. I stopped by a pastry 

shop for a strawberry tart. Just down the road hung the sign that had intrigued me days before. 

‘Legend des Sorcières’ it read, Legend of the Witches. I didn’t know how I felt about the store. 

Not now that I’d seen past the veneer of those cookie-cutter villages. Was it more tourist-money 

made on the backs of tortured women? My throat constricted. But it was my last day, no harm in 

peeking inside.  

It was a jungle of swinging marionettes, bright little women in hats, dimple cheeked, astride 

their brooms.  

‘They’re for luck,’ said the woman at the counter. ‘Hang them by your door, your window. 

They bring blessings to the home.’ 

Blessings, I thought. That’s not so bad. They were all different sizes, each in a single colour – 

purple, green, blue or red – with their own unique little nametag. I ran my fingers between them, 

watching them twist and dance on their wooden brooms. And then I saw her. A tiny creature, the 

size of my hand, all in green. I reached for her. Her nametag read, ‘La Mathilde.’  
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A Family of Aliens 

Natasha Garrett  

 

‘But they are all divorced!’ exclaimed my mother, after I told her that my American boyfriend 

and I were planning to get married. By ‘they’ she meant Americans. The rebellious, independent 

woman in me rolled her eyes; I knew plenty of Americans who weren’t divorced, and the ones 

that were appeared to be living perfectly normal lives. I also wanted to make my parents happy: 

the burden of being an only child. Of course we will never get a divorce, I promised my mom.  

I came to the United States from Macedonia as an undergraduate student, determined to 

return home as soon as I graduated. I approached my college years as a temporary stint, 

something to be tolerated until I got my diploma and packed my bags. However, the more time I 

spent in the States the more hesitant I became about leaving. Sometimes I suspect I enrolled in 

graduate school for no other reason than as a way of postponing my decision to stay or leave. 

Over the years I had acquired a great group of friends and a job I genuinely enjoyed. I fell in 

love. Gradually and unintentionally, America had become home.  

It was my fiancé’s suggestion that we should get married in my home country of Macedonia, 

so that my family could plan and enjoy a traditional Macedonian wedding. I was hoping that 

such a gesture would impress my parents, but one can never be sure. Not leaving them with 

much room to form an opinion, we arrived in Macedonia five days before the wedding. By the 

time his parents flew in from Florida, two days before the wedding, my fiancé had already 

become the proverbial son my parents never had. Despite – or maybe because of – the language 

barrier, they got along wonderfully. His beer was always ice cold and accompanied by a dish of 

nuts to snack on; a freshly fluffed pillow was immediately placed behind his back whenever he 

sat down. In return, he obligingly sampled tripe soup, tolerated endless kisses on each cheek by 

both male and female relatives, and endured numerous appointments in tiny offices of various 

bureaucrats who ate greasy breakfast pastries or smoked at their desks in order for us to get a 

marriage license. It showed commitment and character, my mom proclaimed.  

We had the ceremony at the Justice of the Peace, like everyone else in Macedonia; it was 

hardly a sentimental affair. Crying would have been out of place. In the parking lot outside, we 

were greeted by a group of gypsy children playing hand drums in exchange for a few coins. The 

children detected the presence of a foreign groom and, hoping for a bigger tip, exclaimed, 

Mister! Mister! At the reception afterwards, my cousins quickly taught my in-laws some basic 

folk dance steps, preparing them for the marathon dance session that followed. Towards the end 

of the evening, the band played ‘Oh Susannah’ and ‘When the Saints Go Marching In,’ possibly 

the only songs in English they knew, as a nod to the groom and his parents. It was their way of 

saying: you danced with us all night, now we are dancing with you. 

‘Any man that marries a woman marries an alien creature,’ writes Gabrielle Donnelly in her 

essay ‘Coming Home’. Donnelly, an Englishwoman of Irish descent, moves from England to the 

United States and creates a happy new life in Los Angeles. She finds the contrasts exhilarating: 

the sunny weather, the famous American optimism, the openness and friendliness of people. ‘I 

can breathe in Los Angeles,’ she writes. She marries Owen Gerald Bjornstad, ‘six feet tall and 

three hundred pounds (he’s trying to diet down to two-fifty) of mostly muscle, with hands like 

hams and forearms like thighs, a ruddy beard, a rafter-ringing laugh, and a personality to match 

his size.’ Her friends in Europe describe him as ‘very American’. Their different nationalities do 
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not seem to be a cause of discord in the relationship, or at least not more than any other 

difference between a man and a woman. Her marriage is yet another confirmation that in 

America she has found her physical and spiritual home: ‘As I have embraced America, so I 

married an American’.  

I recognised myself in Donnelly, and not only because I also married an American. I imagine 

Owen Gerald Bjornstad to be a little bit like my husband: a bearded, good-natured, funny, 

wholesome Lutheran man, married, literally, to an alien – the legal term for a foreigner in the 

United States. What resonated with me was her enthusiasm about her relationship, her 

confidence that marrying Owen wasn’t an assault on her own identity. I was eighteen when I 

came to the States, so it felt natural to marry someone from this part of the world. However, a 

quick mental survey of my foreign friends’ marital status reveals that they have overwhelmingly 

opted for a spouse of their own nationality. While some people may view their spouses as 

comrades against the invasion of foreign language and culture into their lives, I chose to sleep 

with the enemy.  

Every place dictates its own rhythm and routines, and my family life is shaped to a great 

degree by American culture. I am doing most of the adapting, though after a couple of decades it 

shouldn’t feel so foreign. If we lived in Macedonia I imagine the culture of the household, such 

as mealtimes and social customs, would be quite different. The burden of adjusting to a 

Macedonian household would have fallen on my husband, although I suspect he would happily 

adopt many of the customs, like sharing a daily aperitif with a neighbor.  

I may be fully adapted to American culture, but I infuse a healthy dose of Macedonia 

whenever I can. I insist, with mixed success, on having my family take their shoes off at the 

door. I cook plenty of so-called ethnic dishes, such as cheese and leek pies, roasted pepper 

spreads, aspic, bean and smoked ribs stew, along with my mother-in-law’s recipes for mac’n’ 

cheese, tuna noodle casserole, meatloaf and scalloped potatoes. I have roasted numerous 

Thanksgiving turkeys, glazed Easter hams and baked Christmas cookies. I came to understand 

cranberry sauce, overcoming my anxiety over serving fruit alongside meat. For fear that my 

American citizenship would be revoked if I didn’t, I learned to make apple pies. ‘If I hadn’t 

married you I would have gone hungry,’ my husband likes to say. We laugh at the cliché, at the 

truth of it.  

The year we bought our first house, in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, my parents came to visit 

from Macedonia. This was my dad’s first visit to the States and my mom’s second. Seven weeks 

went by quickly: we completed some minor home improvement projects and visited relatives in 

Florida and in Washington, D.C. ‘Next time you visit,’ I promised my parents, ‘we will go to 

Niagara Falls’. ‘Next time we visit,’ my mom retorted, ‘there’d better be a grandchild in this 

house.’  

We obliged.  

My parents have been visiting us, frequently and for extended stretches of time, ever since 

our son was born. During their visits, they make every effort to adjust to and embrace the 

country and the culture that is a home to their beloved grandson. Despite their limited knowledge 

of English, they manage to communicate with all our neighbours and my son’s teachers; they 

fearlessly navigate the irregular and often confusing city bus system; they go grocery shopping 

and correct the checkout person if an item is rung incorrectly.  

My husband and I do what we can to ease my parents’ role as grandparents. We named our 

son Oliver, a name easily pronounceable by everyone in the family. My husband’s first choice 

would have been Russell, a long-time family name, if only it didn’t sound too much like rasol, a 

Macedonian for sauerkraut. I am raising my son bilingually, primarily so that he can 
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communicate with his Macedonian grandparents. Using Macedonian when talking to my son 

also allows me to replicate my mom and dad’s parenting style, although I scare myself regularly 

when I sound too much like my own folks.  

In my bilingual household, the language gravity shifts. Among the ‘core’ group (myself, my 

husband and my son), English is dominant; among the Macedonians (myself, my parents and my 

son) it is strictly Macedonian; in all other situations, there is a simply a lot of translation going 

on. The family aligns and realigns repeatedly. While I catch myself bouncing from the extreme 

left to the extreme right of the Venn diagram that is my family, my son seems perfectly 

comfortable nestled in the intersection of the two spheres.  

Maurice Sendak, the author of Where the Wild Things Are, once explained that the 

strangeness between relatives who don’t speak the same language was an inspiration for his 

story. The monsters were based on his uncles and aunts, ‘foreigners, lost in America, without 

language’. I was terrified of my parents and my son becoming aliens to each other, unable to 

communicate. In reality, they have become allies, pushing gently but persistently against the 

forces of distance, language and culture that could have torn them apart, but which have ended 

up adding nuance and richness to all our lives. 
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Crossing the Danube 

Rebecca Gould  

Sarah met Yasin at a conference in Tel Aviv. It was one in a year-long series of events that 

brought together scholars in their field from around the world. Most of the attendees were 

natives from Uzbekistan, in southern Russia. Yasin was part of a delegation that had been 

invited to present on the thousands of manuscripts that had been unearthed in Uzbek and Tajik 

villages since the fall of the Soviet Union.  

When they first met, Yasin was studying Arabic and Sarah was studying Persian. They 

presented their research to the same audience and exchanged pleasantries over coffee but they 

did not have much to say to each other. They were pursuing separate lives along paths that did 

not intersect. Nonetheless, Yasin made an impression. During every conference break, Sarah 

noticed him seated in a corner, copying the letters of the Hebrew alphabet into his notebook. 

Whenever they made eye contact, he smiled. She liked his smile; it was sweet, humble, and kind. 

He was a creature from another world. Where he came from, English was unknown. 

Uzbekistan was a place her feminism could barely penetrate. Sarah went home and forgot about 

him. She defended her dissertation on a subject for which she had only moderate enthusiasm. 

The topic – the Russian invasion of Northern Ossetia and the violence that ensued from the 

Georgian side – had been dictated by the news headlines more than by her passions.  

Meanwhile, Yasin burrowed deeper and deeper into the manuscripts that he, as the director of 

the Makhachkala archives, was responsible for preserving. Arabic manuscripts were the love of 

his life. He passed his hours unearthing, from private libraries across Uzbekistan, manuscripts 

that had never before been catalogued, manuscripts no one knew had existed, by authors whose 

names had long been lost to history and which would never have been remembered, but for his 

research. His passion was history, the study of how things used to be and of what otherwise 

would not be remembered. Her passion was politics, the study of how things might have been 

but never were.   

Years passed. His salary at the institute was slashed when inflation hit Russia in 2008. Hard 

times followed, and he was forced to put his research on hold in order to seek work as a teacher 

of Arabic. Although the rouble rose slightly against the dollar in subsequent years, it never 

returned to its pre-recession levels. He initiated a massive research project, on the forgotten 

history of Central Asian modernism. His research spanned the early decades of the twentieth 

century, the period that witnessed the most dramatic changes, and a drastic shift from tsarist rule 

to Soviet power. He situated Central Asia within the history of Islam, at the crossroads of the 

Turkish intellectual life in Tatarstan and Arabic modernism from Egypt to the Levant. 

While Yasin was busy formulating his research project, Sarah found a job at Iowa State 

University. The yearly influx of students did little to make it seem like a place she could call 

home. Anyone who seemed in any way out of the ordinary – who was not white, who spoke 

languages other than English, whose politics were progressive, who valued dissent and opposed 

the invasions of Iraq and Afghanistan – was an anomaly and suspected of lacking patriotism.  

Along with her problems with US government policies and with the systematic bombing of 

foreign lands that her taxes helped to fund, Sarah had problems on the professional front: her 

classes were under-enrolled. The students could not have cared less about Middle Eastern 
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literatures. Sarah became a curiosity on campus, an oddball professor inexplicably invested in an 

obscure corner of the world that was increasingly seen as a zone for breeding terrorists. 

Three years passed: she had made it halfway through her tenure clock. Finally, she had an 

opportunity to shift to a new geography, to obtain a brief respite from cornfields and cows. She 

applied for a residential fellowship in a city she had never visited, but of which she had always 

dreamed: Budapest, city of castles, of Mongol invasions, and of the long, winding Danube. She 

wanted to roam the city, to absorb its caryatids and to breathe the moist Danube misting over the 

Chain Bridge. She wanted to do these things in the company of another human being, preferably 

someone to whom she could latch her soul.  

At the end of the year, she received a call. ‘I am calling to congratulate you,’ said the voice 

on the other end. ‘We look forward to greeting you in Budapest.’  

With her fellowship came the opportunity to invite colleagues to visit her during her year’s 

stay, and she invited the most famous scholar in her field. He politely declined. She remembered 

Yasin, the Uzbek scholar with whom she had crossed paths in Tel Aviv. True, he was an Arabist 

and she was a Persianist, but what was the harm in asking? They shared a passion for 

manuscripts. She found a scrap of paper on which he had scribbled his name and number years 

ago. She crossed her fingers and picked up the phone. Someone answered in a distant, accented 

Russian. She explained who she was and why she was calling. She asked if he remembered her. 

He said he had never forgotten her. 

Yasin was delighted by the invitation to visit her in Budapest the following year. The visa 

process was set in motion by the Institute, which also arranged for his lecture. Meanwhile, Sarah 

waited, unsure of what the visit would bring. 

She finished lecturing to her nearly empty classroom. The semester was over, and her life was 

about to take a new turn.  

The flight to Budapest was long and mostly uneventful. She passed the evening in the sky 

reading Gershom Scholem’s account of his tense friendship with Walter Benjamin. Scholem’s 

efforts to influence Benjamin, to make him reject Marxism and embrace his Jewish origins, 

reminded Sarah of her own friendships. What did friendship mean? Was it just about having a 

good time together? Was it about coming to know another human being in the way you know 

yourself, or about coming to know yourself through another? And what was the difference 

between friendship and love?  

She arrived in Budapest three days before Yasin, which gave her time to explore the town in 

advance of his arrival. What would it be like to meet again, after a lapse of five years? Would he 

have aged? Had she? In the past five years he had received fellowships in Germany, Austria, and 

France. He had learned English and German. She had a book nearing publication, had secured a 

permanent position at a large public university, albeit one overrun with cornfields and cows, and 

had come to think of herself as a permanently displaced person. They had both, as far as she 

could tell, remained single and childless, and immersed in scholarship. Having finished her first 

book, she was ready to open a new chapter in her life. She eagerly awaited the inspiration his 

visit would bring. The Institute had offered a luxurious two-story apartment with two large 

bedrooms for Yasin when she arranged for his visit, soon after the fellowship had been offered 

to her. He had promised to call her as soon as he was settled in this apartment.  

On the day of his arrival, she waited anxiously for his call. Finally, the telephone rang. It was 

Yasin, addressing her in Russian as readily as if it were her native language, and a language that 

they had spoken together all their lives. She had not spoken Russian in years and the words did 

not flow as easily as they had in Tel Aviv. She suggested that they meet. After all, he was only 
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two floors beneath her. ‘Mozhno (May I)?’ she said simply, leaving her meaning open to 

interpretation. ‘Mozhno,’ he replied with equal brevity.  

When she saw him standing at the threshold of his door, she realised that she would have 

recognised him anywhere. He was darker in complexion and his hair was unrulier than she 

remembered from five years ago. He had grown a beard. But he was the same Yasin, the same 

unassuming man with thick glasses and a boyish smile on his face. ‘Shall we explore the town?’ 

he proposed.   

It was around seven in the evening. The sun was lingering on the horizon and seeping blood 

that cast a haze over the Danube. Their first stop was the Chain Bridge, where majestic lions sat 

at each end. The bridge appeared to be suspended in the water. They meandered down 6 October 

Street. The name captured Yasin’s attention. Sarah explained that it referred to an anti-Soviet 

rebellion: October 6 was the day when, on 1956, the anti-Soviet communist László Rajk was 

publicly buried in a memorial to the victims of the Stalin-backed purges from several years prior. 

October 6 was a prelude to October 23 of the same year, the date of the Hungarian Revolution.  

While Sarah recited these details with enthusiasm, Yasin grew weary of the flow of 

information. His Soviet education had given him enough lessons in history for a lifetime. He 

turned to her with a smile and took her hand in his. ‘Let’s go have pizza,’ he suggested. They 

ascended the winding stairs of an Italian restaurant that was tucked away from the main street. 

He ordered a pizza with salmon and feta cheese. She ordered a pizza with arugula, mozzarella, 

and broccoli.  

He asked her about life in Iowa. Was it like the rest of America? He had only been to the 

States once, to San Francisco for a conference a decade ago. She explained that the American 

Midwest was a country unto itself, with a culture unlike that of the coasts. He asked whether she 

liked living there. It was far from home, she said, and far from her family. The answer could not 

have been further from the truth – she never visited her family, no matter how near or far they 

were – but it was the closest approximation to reality she could give.  

‘Family.’ Yasin repeated the last word, as if he failed to recognise its meaning.  

‘Yes, family,’ she repeated.  

He stared deep into her eyes. ‘Who is your family?’ 

‘Me, my sisters, and my mother.’ 

‘So, no husband?’ 

‘No, no husband.’ 

From her fieldwork in Georgia, Azerbaijan, and Daghestan, Sarah had come to expect the 

husband question. Equally familiar was the one that followed: how many children was she going 

to have? Whenever she travelled in the former Soviet Union, or for that matter to most places 

outside the United States, it was the first question on her interlocutor’s tongue. She was thirty-

five, after all. As an elderly woman in the Daghestani village where she conducted fieldwork had 

told her frankly, a woman needs only two things in life: a husband and a son. Anything else, she 

added, is a luxury.  

However, when Yasin asked her the husband question, with his eyebrows gently arched, his 

curiosity seemed to originate in another source. Normally she greeted questions about her 

personal life with polite silence, but with Yasin Sarah was moved to speak openly. She railed 

against the sexism that dominated her profession and lamented that a woman was assumed to be 

incomplete without a man. Yasin laughed lightly, with an expression that to her implied a deeper 

understanding than words could communicate.  

When they finished eating, they wandered down Andrássy Avenue, Budapest’s main 

commercial thoroughfare. Yasin pulled out a pack of cigarettes and began to smoke. The smell 
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affected Sarah strangely, as though someone were rubbing the palm of her hand. They passed 

fountains, shop windows, and even a ferris wheel, until they found themselves surrounded by 

benches and trees. It was late at night and the park was deserted. A few pairs of lovers were 

seated side by side, lost in each others’ arms beneath flickering lamps.  

‘Let’s sit down,’ Yasin suggested, taking her hand.  

She expected his hand to move away from hers once they were seated, but it remained 

pressed on her palm: soft, respectful, but nonetheless firm, as if it were natural for a man and a 

woman who had spent only a few hours together to hold hands; as if her hand belonged to him 

and his hand belonged to her. Sarah recalled his question about her family, and she wondered 

again why he had asked, but that was the first and last time he inquired about her personal 

circumstances.  

When they arrived back at the guesthouse, he invited her into his apartment, explaining that 

he wanted to copy onto her laptop some medieval manuscripts that he had scanned and stored on 

his zip drive. She knew that he had access to the best collection of Central Asian manuscripts in 

the world. It was an offer she could not refuse. 

As soon as they entered he set the kettle on for tea, opened his laptop and began searching 

through his files. They passed the next three hours like that, as he copied gigabytes of digital 

manuscripts onto an external drive. All the while, his hand rested firmly on her lap. Sarah 

arrested its movement, but she was pleased. She wanted to touch him in the way he was touching 

her, but she also did not want to do anything that she would regret. She had not been involved 

with anyone for over three years. This might be her last sexual encounter for many years to 

come, perhaps for the remainder of her life. She wanted to delay their intimacy for as long as 

possible, so that, once it happened, it would be etched forever, in all its singularity, on her 

memory. 

When Yasin’s fingers began to wander, creeping over her knees and up her legs, Sarah stood 

up and said it was time for her to say good night. He suggested they share another cup of tea, but 

she said she needed to go to sleep.  

Back in her room, Sarah spent the rest of the night thinking about him. She wondered what it 

would be like to return to her bed after having slept with him. What would it be like when he 

was gone? Would she continue to experience the same familiar loneliness? Would Budapest 

look the same?  

She called him as soon as she awoke. The sun was edging its way over the Danube. He 

suggested that they walk across the Chain Bridge. They reached the same park where they had 

lingered together the day before and sat down on a bench facing the tallest fountain. They began 

talking about Persian, Arabic, and Turkic manuscripts, a topic that excited them both. He took 

her hand in his as he had done before. This time, however, his hand moved, from her lap to her 

cheek, to her lips. When his fingers rested on her lips, she knew that the moment she had been 

waiting for had arrived. She closed her eyes and their lips touched.  

The kiss was polite, restrained, and gentle. As his lips graced her cheek, the movement could 

have been seen simply as an expression of collegial warmth. But when he whispered into her ear, 

‘Let’s go home,’ their passion entered a new phase.  

Given that they had passed most of his visit discussing Islamic ethics, she was surprised by 

his distinctive way of making love, which had more in common with Soviet sexual mores than 

conventional Islamic values. He undressed her and immediately began performing oral sex on 

her, with his penis positioned straight above her mouth. Then he slipped on a condom gracefully, 

with such a lightness of touch that indicated much practice. She wondered how many times he 

had performed this very act with other women. Had they been colleagues? Friends? Prostitutes? 
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Had he brought condoms with him from Uzbekistan expecting to have sex? Or did he carry them 

with him everywhere he went? 

When they were done, they rested, exhausted, in each other’s arms. He lit a cigarette. Behind 

him, on the other side of the bed, a pile of condoms towered like a crumbling pyramid. She 

reflected on the sterilisation operation she had recently undergone, a procedure with a 

symbolically significant name: Essure. The word’s phonemic proximity to ‘erasure’ reflected its 

function. Essure erased her capacity for bearing children, and she was delighted that it did. 

Sarah’s tubes were tied, metaphorically and literally. One abortion in her life, which even now, 

ten years later, she recalled with pain, had persuaded her that sterilisation had been the best 

choice of her life, regardless of the money it cost her, which she did not have, and regardless of 

her longstanding abstinence. She could rest confident in the knowledge that it was impossible for 

her to ever bring a child into the world. The only reason to use a condom now was to guard 

against disease. But Yasin was Muslim, Sarah reasoned. Surely sex was a rare occurrence in his 

life? She decided to try to find out more. 

‘I can’t get pregnant,’ she began. ‘I had an operation.’ 

‘An operation? For what?’  

‘Not to have kids.’  

For a moment there was silence, then, slowly, he repeated her words: ‘Not to have kids.’  

She elaborated: ‘I believe in adoption. What about you? Do you want to have children?’ 

‘Children?’ he repeated. ‘I already have them.’ 

Sarah froze. At first his answer made no sense. How could he have kids without having a 

wife? Perhaps his wife had died? Perhaps he was divorced? Then finally she understood. He was 

married. 

‘And your wife?’ she asked. ‘How old is she?’  

‘Thirty-three,’ he said mildly. 

‘Does she work?’ 

‘No.’ 

The question she wanted to ask most, whether he loved his wife, frightened her. She could 

hardly summon the words to her lips. Either way, the outcome would bring sorrow. If he didn’t 

love his wife, that was a cause for lament. If he loved his wife, what was he doing in bed with 

her in Budapest? Finally, she asked.  

A long pause followed. Then finally Yasin answered. ‘Yes.’ 

That was it. There was nothing more to say or do, other than to absorb the shock of his 

deceptive silence. They had connected profoundly. They had probed the depths of each others’ 

intellects, without knowing even the most basic details of each others’ personal lives. It was her 

first extra-marital affair, the first time she had made love to a married man.   

‘Are you Muslim?’ she asked, as they put on their clothes.  

‘Yes.’  

‘Then how do you explain this?’ She pointed to his uncovered and still slightly erect penis, 

which he quickly covered with the palm of his hand. ‘Was that an Islamic act?’ 

‘Even believers do wrong.’  

‘So you think what we just did is wrong? I think rather that it was right, and that your 

marriage is wrong.’ He had no response. ‘I’m opposed to marriage,’ she went on. ‘It’s the 

world’s biggest source of gender inequality’. She paused. ‘I’m also against hypocrisy,’ she 

added. 

Yasin stared at her silently, as if unable to fathom her meaning. If he had been offended by 

her accusation, his face did not show it. Perhaps, she reflected, this was the critique of marriage 
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he had ever heard. Finally, she asked. ‘How would you like it if your wife did with another man 

what you just did with me?’ 

‘I would be furious,’ he said, without missing a beat, as if the very possibility of his potential 

wife’s infidelity was an offence to his manhood. 

‘You see?’ Sarah smiled. ‘That’s what I mean. That’s what I call hypocrisy. It is also 

patriarchy. And that’s the basis of your marriage.’ 

He reached for a cigarette and moved to the window ledge. Without giving signs of anger, he 

was doing his best to withdraw from her intimacy. After several minutes, Sarah moved towards 

him. She wanted to sit next to him. The scent of his cigarettes turned her on. She wanted to make 

love. She had forgotten her rage at the betrayal of a moment earlier. The hypocrisy that had 

recently repelled her now seemed like less of a turn-off or a mark of moral failure than one of 

the contradictions intrinsic in all human relations. It was the hypocrisy of the institution of 

marriage, not his moral depravity, that moved her to rage.  

Her fingers grazed his unshaven cheeks. He turned to the side. She wanted to scream at him 

for lying to her, for concealing key facts about his personal life. At the same time, and just as 

powerfully, she wanted to make love. When would she have the opportunity to do this again 

with a man who shared her deepest love in the world: Islamic manuscripts? 

He backed away. She realised with a shock that he wanted to erase the memories they had 

just created together in bed. ‘Can we go for a walk?’ He gestured towards the window. The 

moon had vanished from view and only one artificial light, hoisted over the Chain Bridge, 

shimmered across the Danube.  

‘Not tonight,’ she said. ‘I have to go to bed.’ 

He nodded, his eyes averted from her gaze. ‘Sleep well,’ he said gently. 

The next day he had a lecture to prepare and she had some chores to take care of, an article to 

finish, and a book to write. Around five in the afternoon, he called her. They agreed to meet at 

the entrance to the Chain Bridge. As soon as they caught sight of each other, the tension that had 

simmered all day dissipated. They walked back and forth along the many bridges that bisected 

the Danube as the river wound through the city. They did not hold hands. A space as wide as the 

breadth of a hand intervened between them, like the force field of an electronic fence.  

She asked him again how it was possible for a married man who regarded himself as Muslim 

to sleep with other women. ‘Nafs,’ he said simply. ‘Not all Muslims act as they should.’ 

She knew the word but she asked him to explain. How did the concept of nafs explain their 

relationship?  

‘Nafs is the lower faculty, the passions.’ 

‘So when you made love to me, it was with your nafs?’  

He nodded vaguely. The question made him uncomfortable. His shyness, which she 

remembered from Tel Aviv, returned. Then he added softly, ‘I’m not sure I understand your 

question.’ 

‘Unlike you, I make love with my soul, not with my nafs,’ she retorted. ‘I respect Islam, but 

in this regard, I’m opposed to religion. Sex is not evil.’ 

He remained silent, whether from incomprehension or for some other reason.  

‘Are you hungry?’ he asked, after they had crossed the Chain Bridge for the fifth time. The 

Danube was sparkling with the rays of the setting sun. A lone lifeboat bobbed up and down on 

the gentle waves. Minutes passed and his question went unanswered. At last he said, ‘Shall we 

have pizza again?’  
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Yasin went on to produce the first study of Central Asian modernism in any language. Years 

later, Sarah helped to translate it into English. Sarah also had her share of successes, including a 

study of medieval inscriptions in the mosques of Afghanistan. She found a position at another 

university, in Tucson, Arizona, which was marginally preferable to Iowa. She and Yasin 

communicated every year by email, exchanging seasonal greetings and congratulating each other 

on their successes. Once he sent her a postcard from Yemen, and she responded with a package 

of books in Chaghatay. They never met again. 

One day, after she had been involved for two weeks in a relationship that seemed unusually 

promising, she called him in Russia, just to share with him the news that she was in love.  

‘I’m so happy!’ he exclaimed. ‘You made my day, this is the best news of the year.’ His 

enthusiasm for her happiness touched her deeply, and she wanted to reach out and kiss him. As it 

turned out, the relationship was over by the end of the month, but she would always be able to 

cherish Yasin’s joy at the news that she had finally found love. Somehow, his joy was more 

important—and more permanent—than the love itself.  

Every time she touched a manuscript, she thought of the grace with which he once stroked her 

hair as they sat near the ferris wheel in Budapest, not knowing how their bodies would soon join 

and then summarily break away. She remembered his brown eyes, as wide as a child’s. How 

could a man like that cheat on his wife? He was the kind of man she could have loved for her 

entire life. Instead, she had to make do with men she could not love, with one-night stands and 

other fleeting pleasures. Although she regretted the sudden end to their relationship, she did not 

regret the week that they had shared together in Budapest, even though they had never touched 

each other again.  
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Reg Taylor  

 

Mrs Telfer was German and taught grade six. She was firm: ‘You will not be late … you will sit 

quietly … you will finish your work …’ but she never hit anyone. By then she must have been in 

Australia long enough to be used to the weather, but some summer mornings she’d still lift the 

windows of the baking class room as high as they’d go as if there were a chance the outside air 

might be cooler. And once in class, when it was nearly Christmas, she’d put on a record called A 

Spotless Rose but took it off before the end because she said it made her think of snow.  

She lived down the road on a small market garden like ours that her husband, Dickie, was 

supposed to look after while she was at work. Our mother was away studying in Adelaide and 

our father was on his own, and Dickie would make any excuse to come over and yarn with him 

about music. Dickie’s favourite composer was Schubert and one day, after he’d taken all our 

records home and cleaned them, he picked one of Schubert’s out of the box when he brought 

them back and said, ‘Lotte Lehmann really goes to town on that one.’  

Lotte Lehmann was a German soprano who was very beautiful when she was young and not 

quite so beautiful later in life, when she got a bit heavy. Mrs Telfer was a soprano too, Dickie 

said, and big as well and she wore her hair in braids and a photo I saw of Lotte Lehmann on 

stage reminded me of her.  

Before the start of the Second World War, Lotte Lehmann had to get out of Germany to 

escape the Nazis, Dad said, but Mrs Telfer and Dickie met in Germany after the war had finished 

when he was in the Occupation forces, and they got married when she was allowed to come out 

here. The future must have looked bright for them then: Dickie was supposed to have a 

promising career as a pianist, but by the time they got married, either because of what happened 

to him in the war or for some other reason, he’d already started drinking and that was as far as 

his musical career ever went. He was small and neat and had a trim beard and he could be 

charming with women, but once he’d had a few drinks he turned into a clown. 

One day, after he’d written himself right off, he pranged his car and got locked up for the 

night and by next morning everyone at school knew about it. When the headmaster stepped into 

the fight that afternoon between the grade seven teacher, Tommy Scales, and Mrs Telfer and told 

her, ‘I really don’t think you should be bringing your problems at home into school,’ it made her 

gasp.  

‘Do you know what he has just done?’ she demanded. ‘He has pulled down a little girl’s pants 

in front of the class and hit her!’ 

‘She’s twelve!’ Tommy protested. ‘And she deserved it.’  

Tommy Scales was a returned man who’d punched a local copper on Anzac Day the year 

before and got three months in jail for his trouble. Once he was out, though, he took over his 

class again and carried on business exactly as before: when a pair of magpies who’d decided to 

build a nest in a sugar gum in the grounds started swooping kids he brought his army rifle into 

school and dropped them both. And when Lynette Ashley did something wrong he called her to 

the front of the class and pulled down her pants and gave her half a dozen smacks on her bare 

behind. She went white and wet herself and ran out the room crying but Tommy just smirked 

and told one of the kids to tip some sand on the floor. 
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That was when Mrs Telfer stormed in. Tommy tried to wave her out the room at first but 

when she called him a schwein, he called her a ‘Kraut,’ and after a few more choice words he 

went to give her a clout. She got in first, though, and he was still digging himself out of the 

raincoats and school bags hanging up on the wall and kids were shouting ‘Fight! Fight!’ in the 

corridor when the headmaster came bouncing in. 

‘What the hell … what’s this?’ he said, slamming the door behind him. ‘You’ll have us all up 

before the Department.’ 

Tommy was blowing hard and probably wishing he had his rifle with him, but he still tried to 

bluster – ‘Won’t do the kid any harm, smarten her up a bit’ – while he was straightening his tie. 

The headmaster didn’t waste any time deciding whose side to come down on. ‘Tommy’s been 

here for twenty years,’ he reminded Mrs Telfer. ‘I don’t think he needs to be taught anything 

about discipline.’ He cut her off before she could say any more by making a big show of being 

even-handed: ‘Let’s have no more of this – from either of you!’  

‘Well, damn you to hell both,’ Mrs Telfer said, and left them to it. The day wasn’t done with 

her yet, though. When she got home it was dark and raining and Dickie was sitting inside – 

pissed again – and the house was just as she’d left it that morning: no bed made, no dishes done. 

‘Could you not even light the fire!’ she shrieked, and Dickie jumped up like a puppet. ‘Don’t 

worry, don’t worry,' he said, nearly going arse-up into the empty wood basket. ‘I’ll get you 

wood,’ and he went out into the rain and launched himself into the wood heap and nearly took 

his foot off with the axe. 

‘Just as well we got here when we did,’ one of the ambulance men said when they arrived. 

‘Much longer and he’d have been a goner.’ 

But Dickie lost his foot just the same. 

When he got out of hospital they gave him a special boot to wear but otherwise left him to get 

on as best he could. He couldn’t work his block anymore and the weeds got higher than ever, but 

he seemed cheerful when people ran into him, and if anyone mentioned grog he gave them a 

half-smile and said, ‘I think I’ve had my share of fun.’ 

When we passed their house in the mornings it had always been quiet, with Dickie more often 

than not nursing a hangover, I imagine. Now we frequently heard him running up and down the 

keys of their piano and it reminded us that there really was life inside.  

And then, at the end of the year, Mrs Telfer gave everyone a shock by saying she and Dickie 

were leaving. Dickie had family in Perth, she said, and they were going to go over there and both 

teach music and make a fresh start. 

Before then, there was the end-of-year concert in the Cooltong Institute and Mrs Telfer was 

asked to sing as a way of saying goodbye. It was a bit awkward for the audience having to watch 

Dickie hoick himself up on stage to accompany her on Gretchen at the Spinning Wheel, but once 

they got going people forgot everything else and at the end Dickie and Mrs Telfer looked at each 

other and smiled as if they wished they could make the moment last. 

Dickie really had no idea, though. People said he couldn’t organize a free keg. On the day 

before they were due to leave, with everything packed, he decided he had to drive into Renmark 

to make sure his piano was safely loaded on the train, and then – on the way home – he got 

himself cleaned up by a semi-trailer.  

I saw the police car come down the road and when I walked past their place Mrs Telfer sitting 

outside with a policeman next to her and her hair straggling down her face. ‘God save us,’ she 

said when she saw me. The policeman had tried to persuade her not to come in to the hospital 
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and see Dickie – ‘until they’ve had a chance to tidy him up a bit’ – but she was going in just the 

same. 

She still left Cooltong – ‘There is nothing for me here now’ – but there were no farewells this 

time, and she wasn’t going to the West: she was doing the full circle, heading all the way back to 

Germany. Before Dickie died the thought of him and Mrs Telfer going and leaving everything 

behind had made me feel like one of those prisoners who cheer up when one of their mates gets 

out of jail, but now for some reason it felt as if no one was going anywhere. 

Once Dickie was out of the picture it was as if Dad had taken over from his drinking, too. 

Some nights when he wasn’t too bad he’d try to make us listen to Beethoven or someone on the 

wireless, but there were other nights when he could hardly stand. Our block had never been big 

enough to be any good and once or twice now, when my brother and I came home empty-handed 

from doing a round of our rabbit traps, Dad served us up something too awful to eat and we went 

to bed hungry. With Mrs Telfer gone from the school, it was as if Tommy Scales had got his 

second wind, too. When I couldn’t pay for some school book he sneered in front of the class, 

‘Looks like you’ll have to manage without it then,’ and when the others were going on an 

excursion one day and I couldn’t pay for that either I just got left behind. 

Our mother hadn’t been back to see us since she left for Adelaide, not even for a weekend. 

She wrote, but in the end our father apparently stopped answering. He might have been feeling 

too guilty to write by that stage. He might even have imagined that her family in Adelaide had 

convinced her to leave him for good; they’d never approved of him. When he stopped talking 

about her altogether we started to wonder if she’d died. 

Then I got a letter from Mrs Telfer. ‘I am here, doing the best I can,’ she said, ‘even teaching 

some English, which would make you smile.’ I wasn’t sure why she picked me to write to, 

although when she used to talk to the class about her home or pass around old photographs of 

her family I was one of the few who showed any interest. Now she said how happy she was to be 

back in Germany. ‘You would like it,’ she said, and this time I really could see her in one of 

those old timber-framed houses with flower boxes at the windows. 

I thought about telling the other kids but after I spoke to Dad I decided not to. We were 

collecting wood out in the scrub when he explained that letters could be special private things 

and how his aunty once wrote to him and put a five-shilling postal note in the envelope for his 

tenth birthday and by the time he got home from school everyone in his family had read what his 

aunt had to say.  

He hadn’t been drinking for a week. It didn’t necessarily mean much; lots of men up there got 

off the grog for a while, but most of them went back on it again. He was good to be with then, 

though; even his smell was nothing like the sour one Tommy Scales carried around. And he was 

cheerful: we had two acres of peas nearly ready to pick and he said if we weren’t let down by the 

weather we should do alright. But now, as it got dark and the south-westerly that had been 

blowing over the shallow slopes around us all day dropped, and there were just a few scraps of 

cloud where the sun had gone, when we asked, ‘Do you think there’ll be a frost, Dad?’ he could 

only shake his head. He was right to be nervous: next morning when my brother and I woke up 

under the veranda even our blankets felt stiff and the peas were ruined; the sun was out but the 

sap would have already frozen and burst the plants’ veins, I knew. But I watched our father – 

walking head down among the bushes till his trousers were soaked to the knees – without really 

understanding what it must mean. 

We were young and didn’t know how poor we were, and it wasn’t till Dad started drinking 

again and let on that Mrs Telfer’s home in Germany had been flattened by a bomb during the 
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war that killed all her family and she’d had nothing at all to go back to that I started to think 

about what it must be like to be grown up and have to face things all on your own.  

I wished it would snow then and bury us under it so our mother would never need to come 

home. 
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